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ORJECTI , OF STUDY: To determine the feasibility of mapping linea-
ments on S-190 photography of central Tennessee and to determine the hy-
drologic significance of these lineaments, particularly as concerns the
occurrence and productivity of ground water.
PRO(,R' SS AND OkTRMA. SUR ► S :
Are project is approximately on the schedule that was specified in
the milestone plan. Data analysis and interpretation is virtually complete
acid writing of the final report has begun. Test drilling Has completed in
Febmary. 'There is good reason to believe that the study can be completcc'.
by Jwie 30, 1075.
2
A report titled "Prospecting for ground water with SKY1.All photography
in central Tennessee" by G. K. `•7oore and F. F. Ilollyday has been written
and submi'!.ted through ch:uuiels to U.S.G.S. and NASA for approval. This
report describes the initial results of this SKYLAI3 study. The paper
will he presented at the fourth annual symposium on Remote Sensing of
Earth Resources, March 26-28, 1975, and will be published in the proceedings.
Test drilling was congfleted during the weeks of February 10 to 21, 1975.
All results are not yet available, but two test wells on lineaments produced
5 to 10 times the median yield (0.63 litres per second) of all wells in the
study area. 'Iwo other wells on lineaments have a yield of less than 0.063
litres per second.
A comparison was completed between linea=ents detectable on SKYLV
photographs and lineaments visible on ERTS imagery and high altitude aerial
photography. hells on ShYLU lineaments (the lineaments detected on
SKYLV photographs) generally have higher yields than wells on ERTS linea-
ments and aircraft line,-xent.s.
Lineaments have been delineated by composite viewing (by projection)
of S190A-red band photographs from SKYI.ABS 2 and 4. The conq)arison and
analyses of these data have not been completed.
Experiments with machine processing to detect lineaments have included
the use of Ronchi rulings and density slicing of film sandwiches. All
results have been unsuccessful, although the latter technique produces
what seems to be an enchancement of structural grain. At present, the
hwnan eye seems to be the only feasible method of detecting and mapping
1 ine :anent s .
Uq) I RED DI:C 1 SIONS AND ACTIONS: None.
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LXPECI'Ell	 IN NEE (,IAICIJIt: completion of a first draft of
the final report is pLinned for the next quarter.
SIUNIFICAM' RI'SILTS: All initial results of this study are included in
the report "Prospecting for grotuid-wate r with SKYLIIB photography in central
Tennessee." This paper will be presented at the foUrtil annual sNnpositun
on Remote Sensing of Earth Resources.
S1Ar1ARY CXPI'LOOK: The investigators plan to complete this study by
June 30, 1975, as originally proposed. No additional funds will he
r, juested.
'n A17:L SI^MNRY XND PLANS:
A trip to the test site was made during the week of February 10 to
supervise test drilling.
A trip to Athens, Georgia %,as made on January 28-30 to attend the
Symposituli oil
	 of Remote Sensing Data in the Southeastern United
States.
A trip to Tullahoma, 1'eruiessee is planned for the work of March 24
to attend the fourth annual synposium on Remote Sensing of Earth Resources.
